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WARRANT ARREST
On July 15th, at approximately 5:20 p.m., Michigan State Police (MSP) contacted this
department to advise they were out with a subject showing two Fail to Appear Traffic
Warrants out of this department. The subject was picked up from MSP and transported to
the station to be held pending arraignment.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON
On July 16th, at approximately 7:30 p.m., officers were dispatched to Greene’s Hamburgers
on a possible disorderly customer. Dispatch advised that the customer refused to leave and
was yelling at employees. Upon arrival it was found that the customer left prior to officers
arriving on scene. No further action was necessary.
ASSIST FARMINGTON HILLS POLICE DEPARTMENT
On July 17th a BOL was broadcasted by Farmington Hills dispatch regarding a Larceny From
Automobile in progress at Freedom Village Apartments. A black male suspect allegedly stole
items from a motorcycle saddle bag and fled in a white Taurus eastbound on Freedom Road.
An officer observed the vehicle stopped at the red light eastbound on Freedom Road at
Orchard Lake. A traffic stop was conducted. The driver denied taking items stating he was
urinating near the bike. Stolen items were recovered from the backseat of the vehicle. The
driver was arrested for Larceny From Automobile and turned over to Farmington Hills police.
ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
On July 17th, at approximately 9:00 p.m., an officer on patrol heard a BOL given out by
dispatch to Farmington Hills police units on a subject involved in a possible stalking incident
that occurred at Eight Mile and Grand River. A Farmington officer observed the vehicle
entering westbound M-5 at Grand River Avenue along with a Farmington Hills unit. The
officer assisted Farmington Hills police with a traffic stop on the vehicle.
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
On July 18th an officer stopped a vehicle for a seatbelt and brake light violation near Grand
River and Drake. The officer observed trace amounts of suspected Marijuana on the driver’s
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seat. The driver consented to a search of his vehicle. The officer located a Marijuana grinder
in the center console of the vehicle. The officer confiscated the grinder and destroyed same.
The officer issued the driver a citation for Possession of Drug Paraphernalia and released
same.
PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENT
On July 18th, at 12:30 p.m., officers responded to a Property Damage Accident (PDA) in front
of Page’s. Upon arrival officers observed a street light had been knocked over and it was in
the middle of Farmington Road which was closed for the Founders Festival. Investigation
revealed that the driver who was dropping off supplies for the festival did not put his truck into
park and it rolled down Farmington Road striking the light pole. In addition to the light pole,
an awning at Page’s was damaged.
PARKING COMPLAINT
On July 18th, at approximately 4:15 p.m., an officer was dispatched to the Civic Theater on a
report of a vehicle parked in the posted loading zone. Upon arrival the officer observed the
vehicle still parked illegally in the posted loading zone. The owner of the vehicle was cited for
the parking violation.
FOUNDERS FESTIVAL 2013
Dayshift personnel responded to ten incidents that were directly related to the festival. Those
incidents included such things as found property, medicals, assisting citizens with finding
their vehicles and accidents.
WIRES DOWN
On July 19th, at approximately 8:30 p.m., officers were dispatched to the area of Oakland and
Wilmarth on a report of wires down that were arcing. Upon arrival a large tree was found to
have fallen on Detroit Edison (DTE) power lines and was blocking the roadway. The area
was roped off with caution tape and DTE was contacted. DTE crew arrived on scene and it
was turned over to DTE.
WIRES DOWN
On July 19th, at approximately 8:45 p.m., an officer was dispatch to the 32100 block of
Leelane on a report of wires down due to a fallen tree. Upon arrival the officer checked the
scene and found a branch from a tree had fallen on the electrical drop to the residence and
was arcing, but no electrical lines were down. Detroit Edison was contacted.
CITIZEN ASSIST
On July 19th, at approximately 9:05 p.m., an officer was dispatched to the 32200 block of
Valley View Circle to assist the homeowner with gaining entry to the residence due to power
outage. At the request of the resident, the officer was able to make entry to the residence by
forcing entry.
WIRES DOWN
On July 20th officers were dispatched to 23186 Violet on a possible pole on fire during a
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storm. Officers arrived to find wires down and no fire. The area was secured and Detroit
Edison contacted. The scene was subsequently turned over to Detroit Edison.
PARKING COMPLAINT
On July 20th, at approximately 5:00 p.m., an officer was dispatched to Brookdale
Condominiums on a report of a vehicle improperly parked in a resident’s assigned parking
spot. Upon arrival the vehicle was found and issued a parking citation.
OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED, SECOND OFFENSE
On July 21st an officer stopped a vehicle near Grand River and Drake for speeding (50/35)
and improper lane use. The officer detected a strong odor of intoxicants coming from the
vehicle. The driver admitted to consuming alcoholic beverages in Royal Oak. The driver
failed field sobriety tests with a PBT of .19(4). The driver was arrested for Operating While
Intoxicated (OWI) and the vehicle was impounded. The driver subsequently submitted to a
breath test at the station with a result of .22. The driver had a previous OWI conviction on his
driving record out of California in 2012. The driver was housed until sober and the case
forwarded to the Oakland County Prosecutor’s Office for OWI II.
OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED
On July 21st an officer stopped a vehicle near Grand River and Smithfield for speeding. The
officer detected an odor of intoxicants coming from the interior of the vehicle. The driver
admitted to consuming alcoholic beverages at a dinner party. The driver failed field sobriety
tests with a PBT of .12(7). The driver was arrested for Operating While Intoxicated (OWI)
and his vehicle was turned over to a sober passenger. The driver subsequently submitted to
a breath test at the station with a result of .13. The officer issued the driver a citation for
OWI. The driver was housed until sober and receipt of bond money.

